
Organisation in brief
 Location  Canton of Zurich
 Sector  Police administration
 Employees Approx. 3700
 Website  www.kapo.zh.ch

Key implementation parameters
 Go Live 05 January 2015
 Project duration Approx. 6 months
 Project days 75 

Initial situation
Within its cantonal administration, Zürich’s financial ma-
nagers handle tasks across a number of areas, such as in 
overseeing operative accounting and performing various 
controlling functions. To support and monitor these admi-
nistrative processes, they use the standard SAP software 
release SAP ERP 6.0.
Not long ago, however, the material service and IT depart-
ments of Kantonspolizei Zürich (the canton’s police de-
partment) used Microsoft Word instead of SAP to create 
purchase orders. The material service department also 
managed its stored inventory without any system support.
In a related project, Innflow helped to integrate IT support for 
the department’s material management processes into the 
canton’s existing SAP landscape within the company code of 
its police department. 
This has enabled Kantonspolizei Zürich to use the SAP sys-
tem for its efforts in finance and distribution.

Requirements
¬ Inventory management for approx. 5000-8000 items in the  
  material service TA-MD
¬ System-supported procurement planning
¬ Bestellwesen, Wareneingangskontrollen und automatische   
 Rechnungskontrolle
¬ Ordering system, inbound inspections and automatic  
   invoice verification
¬ Combined system for managing employee attire and related  
   inventory
¬ Replacement of clothing cards
¬ Clear and understandable analysis functions

In implementing and expanding the SAP module MM (Ma-
terials Management) in its SAP system within the company 
code of its police department, the Canton of Zürich wanted to 
achieve the following objectives:
¬ Improved purchasing and ordering
¬ System-supported inventory management
¬ Mapping of postings in goods receipt and issue
¬ System-supported traceability
¬ Improved reporting and statistics
¬ Integration and mapping of material and value flows 
¬ Improved data quality
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«Of the three SAP MM implementations I've been 
involved in , this one was by far the fastest and 
most efficient in meeting the requirements at 
hand»
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Solution
Through the implementation of SAP’s Material Management 
module, a purchasing organisation, two plants and several 
new storage locations are being added to the canton’s orga-
nisational structure. The inclusion of these additional plants 
is enabling Kantonspolizei Zürich to manage and evaluate its 
material service and IT departments separately.

Functions of the SAP module MM
Kantonspolizei Zürich’s implementation of MM includes the 
following functions:

¬ Master data in purchasing to map vendors, outline agree-
ments, info records and source lists

¬ Purchasing of materials and services based on purchase 
orders with account assignment, including a calculation 
schema for factoring in surcharges and markdowns

¬ Reporting on overdue deliveries (dunning)
¬ Consumption-based planning, including incorporation of 

order proposals into purchase orders
¬ Posting of goods receipts to purchase orders or cost 
   centres
¬ Return deliveries to vendors with purchase order 
   references
¬ Posting of stock adjustments/physical inventory 
   management 
¬ Logistical invoice verification in SAP-standard credit memo 

processing
¬ Serial number administration and equipment master 
   records (to ensure material tracking)

Summary
A well-coordinated planning effort along with the customer 
enabled Innflow to secure the necessary resources and 
complete the vast majority of work packages on schedule in 
every phase of the project.  

Defined communication channels made it possible to handle 
the coordination efforts required on short notice. By closely 
aligning the processes at hand to the SAP standard during 
configuration and implementation, Innflow also made sure 
that the canton’s SAP system would run smoothly going 
forward. 
In addition, involving the relevant users early on in the test 
phase provided for the system stability needed to go live and 
kept the number of support enquiries to a minimum. 

Implementation
In this project, Innflow’s stated goal was to proceed through 
an in-depth conceptual phase with the appropriate diligence 
before quickly moving on to the implementation phase. The 
user department in question also needed to be given access 
to a test system with the necessary master data as early 
on as possible. This would enable the users to familiarise 
themselves with the system as much as possible based on 
the training provided and their own experience with it, and in 
turn minimising support requests.

Along with the master data, the business blueprint incorpo-
rated the business processes involved down to the last detail, 
which proved advantageous in the subsequent implementa-
tion phase. 
When the implementation began in early September, a paral-
lel effort was made to carry out the system customising and 
coordinate the details involved in migrating the master data 
in MM all at the same time. Innflow then managed to com-
plete an initial master data test migration at the beginning of 
October with very few errors. 
The test system was made available at the end of that same 
month, which made it possible to train the users as sche-
duled. An extended test phase then gave the users time 
to solidify their understanding of the business processes 
at hand on their own or in groups. Thanks to the thorough 
preparations of those responsible for the master data, the 
migration to the production system was already complete by 
early December.
 

GoLive
The new configuration went live on 5 January 2015 without 
any carryovers from the previous year. To avoid compli-
cations in assisting the users involved, a power user was 
assigned to serve as a single point of contact for all enquiries 
at Kantonspolizei Zürich. In the second week after going live, 
a joint effort with the SAP competence centre laid out an 
official procedure for the provision of support.
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Success Story
«The well organised training Innflow 
provided was key in implementing 
this system»

«It was mainly thanks to the excellent 
collaboration among all those involved 

that we were able to stay on our tight 
schedule»


